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When Was The Last Time You Felt Really Healthy? Combining good humor with solid research,
Marilu Henner provides essential information on every aspect of health and fitness,
including:Detoxing your bodyPreventing or alleviating health conditions from obesity to
cancerThe secrets of stress reductionReal food and the organic method to gas your bodyFree
yourself forever from diet plans and disease-causing toxins, boost your energy, lower and keep
maintaining your bodyweight -- and change your daily life.Now's the time to generate the
healthy, balanced existence you want -- and become the truly vibrant, content person you were
designed to be.
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..! to rethink what you eat to look and feel better. It was actually a transformation in eating
habits . It really is worth the information that she gives. My skin cleared up.! It had been actually
a change in eating habits that I was able to stick with. Thought I would miss eating milk products
like eggs and cheese, but I must say i don't.)--and suddenly I was losing weight.. My digestive
system felt more balanced. I didn't experience hungry or feel just like I was missing anything.
The harder component was reducing and getting rid of sugar. Some of the safer and healthier
glucose substitutes she suggests using are rather costly for my budget. Based on reading this
reserve I have stopped eating dairy. Great tips.. I cannot afford natural products, but by merging
the foods I can afford to her method, I am still able to enjoy the benefits. I like this book I really
like this publication!!! It is extremely practical and not an over nite repair but an excellent
reasonable, and a lifetime successful life change!!! A fascinating way to rethink what you eat to
feel and look better. What Marilu pushes right here didn't do anything to help me personally
lose weight. Love her, appreciate her books and workout DVDs Love her, appreciate her books
and workout DVDs. The problem likely had to do less with how Marilu appeared, and even more
with her own mind set.!! The info she gives makes all the sense on the planet and she makes
many suggestions about how exactly to your improve diet and life-style.! It's like talking to a
good friend, she even offers you a few beauty suggestions. I am really happy with these
purchases and can try my better to follow her advice to improve my health and my family's.!It
really is a great publication, and if you follow just some of the 10 actions you will see a huge
difference within your body and health. I love this reserve, Marilu is a superb writer, and makes
this publication an informative as well as interesting book.I am following a handful of her
suggestion, like simply no dairy, which when you read this chapter and her cause in order to
avoid this makes so very much sense to me. Marilu was on Dance With The Celebrities recently
and I think she was 60 and she looked fabulous and was as versatile as someone fifty percent
that age.The proof is in the pudding folks,try out this book. Add me to the chorus of compliment,
I guess..! I admit it, I purchased this book because I like Marilu Henner and found her on a great
deal of talk shows plugging away--I believe the American community has an obligation to aid
funny, perky, way-too-enthusiastic-about-everything celebs like her who've turned the once-
lowly position of "talk-show-guest" into an art. Plus, I was looking to change my diet and drop a
few pounds, so I decided to test it out for (anything had to be better and better to follow than
_The Area_). To my absolute surprise, it was not only entertaining reading, but it seemed to make
sense. So I tried a few (not all--it will be a while before I could give up all glucose) of her
suggestions--specifically, ditching meat (fairly simple) and milk products (actually hard--adios,
butter, cheese, sour cream, ice cream. yogurt, etc. Since switching to eating in this manner my
seasonal allergy symptoms didn't bother me at all. However, you don't have to go frosty turkey.
Have to weed out the poor advice throughout this reserve. I'm dropping weight steadily and
safely, I always have the energy for daily exercise (even after function), it looks like a layer of fat
has disappeared off my face, and my epidermis looks and feels fairly darn good. So if you're
debating whether or not to understand this book, I must say go on and do it--it's not really
probably the most scientific tome on the planet, but it seems to work, and I must provide it big
credit simply for that. There are three levels to each of the ten techniques, and she helps you
gradually reach the stage where you want to be. Great book I believe this book includes a lot of
details and she shares it all with you in a way that you can connect. This way of eating doesn't
really require anything uncommon or expensive to need to eat. Something I never thought I
could or would perform but she's convinced me that diary isn't my friend. I now buy rice cheese
that is good enough. I already prevent cow's milk so that it was easy to quit the yogurt and



cheese. I consider making additional adjustments to my eating predicated on her suggestions.
Great Book, happy I bought it and will probably buy another one of her books. Great Health Book
Believe me, I've browse a million health/diet/nutrition books, and this is among my favorites. It
sort of combines some elements of macrobiotics and a vegan diet plan. I had lost a few pounds
before I read the publication, but had strike some sort of plateau where it appeared impossible
to drop any lower (despite the fact that I was working out and viewing my diet). Plus, rice
milk--once you track it down in the nether parts of Kroger--isn't THAT poor, for heaven's sake
(three phrases: smoothies, smoothies, and smoothies). It's not all-or-nothing at all, and she
peppers it with humor and personal stories. It is well-created and researched.! All of this
publication does is certainly repackage that details with a heavy dose of Marilu.! Total Health
Makeover is crucial read!. Her plan is quite doable and in the book she shares her very own
struggles with fat and past diet encounters.! This book is great!! A real attention opener about
how we eat, and how mixing proteins with fruit, or starchy foods with fruit can mess up the
digestion procedure. I had examine this in my own 20s and believed I'd provide it another
chance now I'm 40..! GREAT BOOK !! This is a vintage book. We didnt find any useful information
in the book. Go through the whole book. I lost 11 pounds the first week. But the weight
reduction stopped Five Stars Actually liked the book. Am attempting to eat just how she shows
and also have currently lost 5 pounds. it's a book telling you how fantastic Marilu is an her world
First, don't assume all diet is going to work for everyone. Wonderful book! Nevertheless, beyond
that the main problem with the account is the author. Very useful, and I've made some changes
in my diet thanks to her research and information... Gret information I learned a whole lot from
her publication about feeding on better and how exactly to eat foods that interact through your
digestive tract. not just the writer but her EGO. This is not just a diet publication, it's a book
letting you know how fantastic Marilu can be an her world. How she cries and weeps over being
"Hot" in high school and then in college no-one desired her because she placed on a few
pounds.! She's just smooth out obnoxious. Recommend reading this very informative
publication! It does not keep wit the check of period and her attitudes totally reflect hose of the
extremely shallow self centered 80s and 90s. Good if you have time Good for those who can
truly change their diets and ways of lifestyle. Get Harvey Diamond's publication on food
combining if you need to learns about it. Definately worth the money, and then some! Pass on
this one. For a lot of us we basically don't have time to perform everything Marilu desires us to
in this publication. Fantastic when you can do hard diet programs and complete life adjustments.
Otherwise don't purchase it.. I don't acknowledge completely with some of her remarks about
eating meat versus getting vegetarian, but those are her views and she will not force them down
your throat.. Most likely not worth the purchase. No good for gluten or soy totally free
individuals. So very much soy in her suggestions and soy is so GMO - not a fan. For insufficient a
better term, it seems like Marilu's ideas sort of "jump-started" my metabolism again.
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